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8 comentarios Payment system Software is a payment for the services provided by the developer and
the personal use of it is considered a personal subject, being free for general uses. It is free software
to use, free as in speech, and requires no payments. All software can be used as long as it's not for

other purposes than the ones stated below, such as installing games or cracks or customizing
software, or downloading copyrighted software.Q: Convert integer to string I'm trying to create a

program in which I define an array. I'm allowed to define the size of the array and it's max value. For
example: int arr[size]; I then have to print the values from index 1 - size. With that I have done this:
printf("%-3d", arr[1]); printf(" "); printf("%-3d", arr[2]); printf(" "); This works perfectly fine. But
my problem is that I have to print exactly 3 characters instead of an array of 3 chars. I've tried the

following: printf("%-3d", arr[1] + arr[2] + arr[3] + arr[4]); But that didn't work. Any ideas? A: You
can use sprintf to format with a required number of characters. There is a version which allows a

variable argument list and a version which requires a fixed length format string. The sprintf
specifiers are: *d = The %-*d formats a signed and unsigned integer as a pointer to an int, with

width specifier *d is for width, - for minus. *u = The %-*u formats a signed and unsigned integer as
a pointer to an unsigned int, with width specifier *u is for width, - for minus. *s = The %-*s formats
a pointer as a null-terminated string, with width specifier *s is for width, - for minus. For example,
#include int main (void) { int arr[5] = { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 }; printf ("%5d ", *(arr + 1)); printf ("%5u ",

*(arr + 2)); 3e33713323
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